. We present this draft to WASHLA members in hopes of eliciting helpful feedback and commentary. We apologize for the length but seek to put some broad trends and processes into perspective in part in order to escape the statolatry that has characterized the historiography of the Mexican Revolution and post-revolutionary state.
. cause). Most people learned more patriotic history here than they did in schools simply because they were better attended. 7 In indigenous communities, bands were catalysts of a musical mestizaje. Musicians were privileged citizens, exempt from military and community service and local taxes. Often expressive of factionalism and social differentiation, bands also helped to reorganize and unify communities suffering from the ruptures of war, anti-clerical legislation, the privatization of communal land, and Porfirian economic growth. In concerts for visiting dignitaries, they presented a unified image to the outside world intended to preserve a relative communal autonomy. Playing at ceremonies in which indigenous leaders passed their symbolic canes of command to new officers, they also sanctified an internal order. In varying equations, the new bands coexisted with the chirimia. They often divided civic and religious functions. Vaughan, "The Construction of Patriotic Festival in Tecamachalco, Puebla, 1900 -1946 The information in this paragraph is from Thomson, 320-336. The tendency in Oaxaca and Tlaxcala was for bands to absorb and displace the chirimia. In the Tzotzil communities of Chiapas, a sharp distinction was made between the bands, which were of non-indigenous, ladino origin, and traditional musical forms that continued to guard village history and secrets. National Conservatory and under the direction of one of its graduates. Maria Conesa's career would span another rich forty years. In the nationalist fervor of the 1930s, in the musical reviews of the time, she sang Mexicana hasta las cachas.--the story of a young girl who decides to "agringarse"-Northamericanize herself:
I decided to become a gringa. Novo told of a visit to Arandas, the heart of Catholic Jalisco:
We went to the house of the Municipal President who had A radio and had arranged rooms for us. While we were eating, I admired the walls full of calendars, the The mariachis acquired trumpets in response to the popularity of U.S. big bands, new sound technologies, and public demand. They became interpreters of the ranchera bravia. In the 1930s, Mexican cinema, its composers(Manuel Esperon and Ernesto Cortazar), its singing stars (Tito and Pepe Guizar, Jorge Negrete), and its instrumentalists (mariachi bands) transformed the sweet bucolic ranchera of the 1920s. They mestized it with huapango elements (the falsetto, lyrical duels, and distinct rhythms) and gave it a new sound of triumphalist bravado.
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The unexpected marketing success of the 1936 film, Alla en el rancho grande, in Mexico and Latin America created a new icon, the singing charro, the galan clad in tight black pants, silver-embroidered vest, and oversized sombrero strutting, writes Yolanda Moreno, like something between a fighting cock and an effulgent peacock.
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While he sang of the joys of the hacienda-courting the modest maiden, raising his pistol at the slightest offense to his honor, downing copas of tequila in the cantina filled with singing peons--, the charro also celebrated Mexico.
Jorge Negrete, star of the 1947 version of Alla en el rancho grande, gained fame and fans for his "Mexicanidad."
Yo soy mexicano, mi tierra es bravia, Palabra de macho que no hay otra tierra Mas linda y mas brava que la tierra mia.
Yo soy mexicano y a orgullo lo tengo. In the 1920s and 1930s, music united a severely divided nation.
Indeed, it made the nation. It was a medium the Catholic shared with the Jacobin, the entrepreneur with the ejidatario, the Dama Catolica with the prostitute.
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In rural communities, it brought together teachers and suspicious townfolk. It captured the imaginations of thousands of children: if they had to endure the insipid memorization of national wars and presidents, they also became enthusiastic initiates into the nation as they danced the jarabe tapatio and the and 1950, they were hardly recognized as anything else.
In Postcards, Monsivais suggests this unification with reference to the bolero, but we believe it should be extended to other genres.
The revolutionary process, the cultural policies of the postrevolutionary state, and the development of recording, radio, and film effected a maturation in music at all levels. The work of statesupported ethnomusical research and the attraction of radio, recording, and film had a cascading effect on musical production and performance in regions and communities. In order to conquer Mexico City and at the same time capture local publics, regional musicians broadened, deepened and defined their repertoires. Urbanization stimulated regional music and performance-in cafes, plazas, nightclubs, and radio stations. It also fostered a music of nostalgia for the patria chica left behind. The Cancion became Oaxaca´s second hymn after the waltz, "Dios Nunca Muere," and the anthem of the entire Mixteca region of Puebla, Oaxaca, and Guerrero. An expression of Alavez´s urban nostalgia, it became an expression of regional, local, and ethnic pride as did the triumphalist mariachi music of Guadalajara and the huapangos of the Huasteca. Musical nationalism did not destroy local and regional identity or dignity. It reconfigured them within new national subjectivities in a mobile world. Today, in the United States, immigrants from all over the Mexican republic sing the Cancion Mixteca.
